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Abstract We study bifurcations of non-orientable area-preserving maps with
quadratic homoclinic tangencies. We study the case when the maps are given on non-
orientable two-dimensional manifolds. We consider one and two parameter general
unfoldings and establish results related to the appearance of elliptic periodic orbits.
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1 Introduction

The main goal of the paper is the studying bifurcations of area-preserving maps
(APMs) given in non-orientable manifolds and having homoclinic tangencies. In the
case of dissipative systems, the corresponding problems are quite traditional and
many results obtained here have a fundamental value for the theory of dynamical
chaos. One of such results, known as theorem on cascade of periodic sinks (sources),
goes back as early as to the paper [1] of Gavrilov and Shilnikov. Note that in [1] the
general case was considered, i.e. it was assumed that (i) the initial diffeomorphism
has a saddle fixed (periodic) point O whose the invariant manifolds are quadratically
tangent at the points of some homoclinic orbit; (ii) multipliers λ and γ of O are such
that 0 < |λ| < 1 < |γ| and the saddle value σ ≡ |λ||γ| is not equal to 1. In this case,
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bifurcations of the homoclinic tangency lead to the appearance of asymptotically
stable (if σ < 1) or completely unstable (if σ > 1) periodic orbits. Moreover, in any
one parameter general unfolding such orbits are observed for values of the parameter
belonging to an infinite sequence (cascade) of intervals that do not mutually intersect
and accumulate to the value of the parameter corresponding to the initial homoclinic
tangency.

This theorem admits a huge circle of extensions. For example, in the multidimen-
sional case, criteria of the appearance of periodic sinks under homoclinic bifurcations
were established in [2–6]. In the dimension two, main bifurcations in the case σ = 1
were studied in [7, 8] where it was shown that both stable and unstable periodic
orbits and invariant circles are born under such homoclinic bifurcations. Another
generalization is related to the case of two-dimensional diffeomorphisms having
nontransversal heteroclinic cycles, i.e. there are several saddle fixed (periodic) points
which form a cycle due to intersections of their invariant manifolds and some of these
intersections are nontransversal. If the saddle values of all these points are less than
1 (or greater than 1), then results look to be quite similar to the homoclinic case
with σ < 1 (or σ > 1), although intervals of the existence of periodic sinks (sources)
can intersect here [9]. However, new very interesting dynamical phenomena occur
when the heteroclinic cycle contains at least two points such that σ < 1 for one of
them and σ > 1 for the other point. It was shown in [10] that bifurcations of such
heteroclinic cycles lead to the appearance of infinitely many coexisting attracting
and repelling periodic orbits (and also to stable and unstable invariant circles [11,
12]). Note that in the reversible case, as it was shown in [13, 14], infinitely many
coexisting attracting, repelling and elliptic periodic orbits can be born under bifur-
cations of such heteroclinic cycles. Moreover, the so-called phenomenon of mixed
dynamics, [10, 11, 14], is observed here, i.e. when these orbits can be not separated
in common, i.e. the closures of the sets of orbits of different types have nonempty
intersections. In particular, as follows from [6, 15], it is generically when the clo-
sures of periodic sinks and sources (also elliptic points in the reversible case) contain
nontrivial uniformly hyperbolic set (e.g. Smale horseshoes).

Concerning related results in the conservative case, we mention, above all, the
well-known result of S. Newhouse, [16], on the appearance of so-called 1-elliptic
periodic orbits (there is only one pair multipliers, eiϕ and e−iϕ with ϕ �= 0,π, on
the unit circle) under bifurcations of homoclinic tangencies of multidimensional
symplectic maps. However, the Newhouse theorem from [16] does not give answer
whether these 1-elliptic points are generic.1 In turn, this fact is principally important
in the two-dimensional case where an 1-elliptic point is elliptic and the generic-
ity means the KAM-stability. The birth of generic elliptic points under homoclinic
bifurcations in symplectic two-dimensional maps was established in [19, 20]. Note
that the analogous problem was considered in [21, 22] when studying bifurcations
of three-dimensional conservative flows with a homoclinic loop of a saddle-focus
equilibrium. In papers [23, 24], it was deduced conditions at which two-dimensional

1The birth of 2-elliptic generic periodic orbits was proved in [17, 18] for the case of four-dimensional
symplectic maps with homoclinic tangencies to saddle-focus fixed points.
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symplectic maps with nontransversal heteroclinic cycles have infinitely many generic
elliptic periodic orbits.

In the paper we consider area preserving (but not symplectic) maps given in two-
dimensional manifold M2 and study their homoclinic bifurcations. The same as in
[20], we construct bifurcation diagrams for the so-called single-round periodic orbits
(see Definition 1). Above of all, we establish the theorem on one parameter cascade of
elliptic periodic points, see Theorem 1. However, we note that, unlike the dissipative
case, intervals of the existence of elliptic periodic orbits can intersect and, thus, for
the analysis of the corresponding bifurcation phenomena, it is required to consider
at least two parameter general unfoldings. As a result, we establish the new (two
parameter) version of the theorem on cascade of elliptic points, see Theorem 2. We
show that at certain (codimension 2) conditions, the so-called phenomenon of global
resonance, see [20, 25, 26], can occur here which shows itself in the fact that area-
preserving maps on M2 with quadratic homoclinic tangencies can possess infinitely
many coexisting elliptic periodic orbits of all successive even periods 2k0, 2(k0 +
1), . . . , beginning from some even integer 2k0, see Theorem 3.

2 Statement of the Problem and Main Results

2.1 Definition of the Homoclinic Tangency

Consider a Cr -smooth (r ≥ 3) area-preserving map f0 given on a non-orientable
manifold M2 and satisfying the following conditions.

A. f0 has a saddle fixed point O with multipliers λ and λ−1, where |λ| < 1.
B. f0 has a homoclinic orbit Γ0 at whose points the stable and unstable invariant

manifolds of the saddle O have a quadratic tangency.

Let H0 be a (codimension one) bifurcation surface composed of area-preserving
Cr -maps of M2 close to f0 and such that every map of H0 has a nontransversal
homoclinic orbit close to Γ0. Let fε be a family of area-preserving Cr -maps that
contains the map f0 at ε = 0. We suppose that the family depends smoothly on
parameters ε = (ε1, ..., εm) and satisfies the following condition.

C. The family fε is transverse to H at ε = 0.

LetU be a small neighborhood of O ∪ Γ0. It consists of a small diskU0 containing
O and a number of small disks surrounding those points of Γ0 that do not lie in U0

(see Fig. 1).

Definition 1 A periodic or homoclinic orbit entirely lying in U is called p-round if
it has exactly p intersection points with any disk of the set U\U0.

In the work we study bifurcations of single-round (p = 1) periodic orbits in the
families fε. Note that every point of such an orbit can be considered as a fixed point
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Fig. 1 An example of non-orientable area-preserving map (on the Möbius band) having a quadratic
homoclinic tangency at the points of a homoclinic orbit Γ0. Some of these homoclinic points are
shown as grey circles. Also a small neighborhood of the set O ∪ Γ0 is shown to be the union of a
number of “squares”

of the corresponding first return map. Such a map is usually constructed as a super-
position Tk = T1T k

0 of two maps T0(ε) ≡ fε
∣∣
U0

, called local map, and T1 ≡ T1(ε),
called global map. The map T1 is defined as T1 ≡ f qε and acts from a small neigh-
bourhood Π− ⊂ U0 of some point M− ∈ Wu

loc(O) of the orbit Γ0 into a neighbour-
hood Π+ ⊂ U0 of another point M+ ∈ Ws

loc(O) of Γ0, where q is an integer such
that f q0 (M−) = M+. Thus, any fixed point of Tk is a point of a single-round peri-
odic orbit for fε with period k + q. We study maps Tk for all any sufficiently large
integer k.

Both the maps T0 and T1 are area-preserving maps. In the paper we assume that

D. The map T0 is symplectic in U0, whereas, the map T1 is area-preserving and
non-orientable.

The condition D means that one can introduce in U0 some canonical coordi-
nates (x, y) such that J (T0) ≡ +1 and J (T1) ≡ −1, where J (T ) is the Jacobian of
map T . Moreover, since J (T1) = −1, it follows that the homoclinic orbit Γ0 is not
“homotopic to zero”.2 Thus we have a homoclinic situation as in Fig. 1.

Remark 1 In distinct of planar symplectic maps, see an example in Fig. 2, area-
preserving maps on non-orientable manifolds can have only one (nontransversal)
homoclinic to O orbit. It is a consequence of the fact that any global symplec-
tic structure can not be defined here, [27]. In particular, as it is seen from Fig. 1,
the curve � = {Wu(from O to M+) ∪ Ws(from M+ to O) ∪ O+} is not Jordan one
in M2.

2In other words, any “homoclinic loop” (e.g. the curve �(O, M+, O) composed from a connected
pieces of manifolds Wu and Ws with border points O and M+) is not contractible in M , see Fig. 1.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2 In both cases, the domain Q has the boundary � = {segment of Wu from O to 1} ∪
{segment of Ws from 1 to O} and Q is transformed under a map f into the domain f (Q) (dashed
one) having the boundary f (�) = {segment of Wu from O to 2} ∪ {segment of Ws from 2 to O}.
a This case with only one (nontransversal) homoclinic orbit impossible for planar APMs, since
S( f (Q)) = S(Q) + S(q1) > S(Q). b This case of homoclinic tangency with the existence of other
(transverse) homoclinic orbits is possible for planar APMs, since the domains Q and f (Q) can
have the same area in case (b), then S(q1) + S(q2) = S(q3)

2.2 The Local and Global Maps T0 and T1

Concerning the local canonical coordinates inU0, we can introduce such coordinates
(x, y) in which the local map T0 can be written in in the following form, see [20],

x̄ = λx
(
1 + β1 · xy + . . . + βn · (xy)n

) + xO
(|xy|n(|x | + |y|)) ,

ȳ = λ−1y
(
1 + β1 · xy + . . . + βn · (xy)n

)−1 + yO
(|xy|n(|x | + |y|)) ,

(1)

which is called the finitely smooth normal form of n-th order. The map T0 can be
brought to this form by a canonical change of coordinates, which is eitherCr -smooth
for n = 1 or Cr−2n for n ≥ 2 [15, 20].

The normal forms (1) are very suitable for effective calculation of maps T k
0 :

(x0, y0) → (xk, yk) with sufficiently large integer k. Indeed, as was shown [20], if
T0 is given by (1), then the map T k

0 can be written, for any integer k, as follows

xk = λk x0 · R(k)
n (x0yk, ε) + λ(n+1)k P (k)

n (x0, yk, ε),

y0 = λk yk · R(k)
n (x0yk, ε) + λ(n+1)k Q(k)

n (x0, yk, ε),
(2)

where
R(k)
n ≡ 1 + β̃1(k)λk x0yk + · · · + β̃n(k)λnk(x0yk)n, (3)
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β̃i (k), i = 1, . . . , n, are some polynomials (of degree i) with respect to k (e.g. β̃1 =
β1k, β̃2 = β2k − 1

2β2
1k

2,…) and the functions P (k)
n , Q(k)

n are uniformly bounded3

in k.

Remark 2 (1) The normal form of the first order (n = 1) for T0

x̄ = λx (1 + β1 · xy) + xO (|xy|(|x | + |y|)) ,

ȳ = λ−1y (1 − β1 · xy) + yO (|xy|(|x | + |y|)) (4)

is well-known from [19, 28] where it was proved the existence of normalizing Cr−1-
coordinates. The existence of Cr -smooth canonical changes of coordinates (which
are Cr−2-smooth with respect to parameters) bringing a symplectic saddle map to
form (4) was proved in [15].

(2) Note that form (1) can be considered as a certain finitely smooth approximation
of the following analytical Moser normal form

x̄ = λ(ε)x · B(xy, ε), ȳ = λ−1(ε)y · B−1(xy, ε), (5)

taking place for λ > 0 [30], where B(xy, ε) = 1 + β1 · xy + · · · + βn · (xy)n + . . . .
Note that the form (5) is integrable: it has integral xy; whereas, x̄ ȳ = xy +
O

(
(xy)n+1(|x | + |y|)) for the case of form (1).

In coordinates (1), the equations of Ws
loc ∩U0 and Wu

loc ∩U0 are y = 0 and x = 0,
respectively. Therefore, we can write that M+ = (x+, 0), M− = (0, y−). Without
loss of generality, we assume that x+ > 0 and y− > 0. Let the neighbourhoods Π+
and Π− of the homoclinic points M+ and M−, respectively, be sufficiently small
and such that T0(Π

+) ∩ Π+ = ∅, T−1
0 (Π−) ∩ Π− = ∅. Then, as usually (see e.g. [1,

29]), the successor map from Π+ into Π− by orbits of T0 is defined, for all sufficiently
small ε, on the set consisting of infinitely many strips σ0

k ≡ Π+ ∩ T−k
0 Π−, k =

k̄, k̄ + 1, . . . . The image of σ0
k under T k

0 is the strip σ1
k = T k

0 (σ0
k ) ≡ Π− ∩ T k

0 Π+.
As k → ∞, the strips σ0

k and σ1
k accumulate on Ws

loc and Wu
loc, respectively.

We can write the global map T1(ε) : Π− → Π+ as follows

x − x+ = F(x, y − y−, ε), y = G(x, y − y−, ε), (6)

where F(0) = 0,G(0) = 0. Besides, we have that Gy(0) = 0,Gyy(0) = 2d �= 0
which follows from the fact (condition B) that at ε = 0 the curve T1(Wu

loc) :
{x − x+ = F(0, y − y−, 0), y = G(0, y − y−, 0)} has a quadratic tangency with
Ws

loc : {ȳ = 0} at M+. When parameters vary this tangency can split and, moreover,
we can introduce the corresponding splitting parameter as μ ≡ G(0, 0, ε). By con-
dition C, the parameter μ must belong to the set of parameters ε; and, without loss of
generality, we assume that ε1 ≡ μ. Accordingly, we can write the following Taylor
expansions

3along with all derivatives by coordinates and parameters up to order either (r − 2) for n = 1 or
(r − 2n − 2) for n ≥ 2.
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F(x, y − y−, ε) = ax + b(y − y−) + e20x
2 + e11x(y − y−) + e02(y − y−)2 + h.o.t.,

G(x, y − y−, ε) = μ + cx + d(y − y−)2 + f20x
2 + f11x(y − y−) + f30x

3

+ f21x
2(y − y−) + f12x(y − y−)2 + f03(y − y−)3 + h.o.t., (7)

where the coefficients a, b, . . . , f03 (as well as x+ and y−) depend smoothly on ε.
Note also that

J (T1) = det

(
Fx Fy

Gx Gy

)
≡ −1 (8)

since T1 is non-orientable map by condition D. In particular, we have

bc ≡ +1,

R̃ = (2a + 2e02/bd − b f11/d) ≡ 0. (9)

2.3 On Geometrical and Topological Properties of APMs on
M2 with Homoclinic Tangencies

It is easy to see from (6), (7) that μ is the parameter of splitting of manifolds
Ws(Oε) and Wu(Oε) with respect to the homoclinic point M+. Indeed, the curve

lu = T1(Wu
loc ∩ Π−) has the equation lu : ȳ = μ + d

b2
(x̄ − x+)2(1 + O(x̄ − x+)).

Since the equation of Ws
loc is y = 0 for all (small) ε, it implies that the manifolds

T1(Wu
loc) andWs

loc do not intersect for μd > 0, intersect transversally at two points for
μd < 0, and have a quadratic tangency (at M+) for μ = 0. In turn, since the strips σ1

k
accumulate on the segment Wu

loc ∩ Π− as k → ∞, it follows that the images T1(σ
1
k )

of σ1
k under T1 have a horseshoe form and, moreover, horseshoes T1(σ

1
k ) accumulate

on lu as k → ∞. Therefore, the first return maps Tk = T1T k
0 : σ0

k → σ0
k are, in fact,

conservative horseshoe maps with the Jacobian −1.
When μ varies near zero value infinitely many bifurcations of horseshoes creation

(destruction) occur. In the paper we study these bifurcations and show that they
include birth (disappearance) of elliptic periodic points.

However, we can also see these horseshoe bifurcations must have different sce-
narios depending on a type of the initial homoclinic tangency. Indeed, at μ = 0 a
character of reciprocal position of the strips σ0

k and their horseshoes T1(σ
1
k ) is essen-

tially defined by the signs of the parameters λ, c and d. Moreover, by this feature,
we can select 6 different cases of area-preserving maps with quadratic homoclinic
tangencies. The corresponding examples are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Note that in the
cases with λ < 0 we can always consider d to be positive: if d is negative for the
given pair of homoclinic points, M+ and M−, we can take another pair of points,
like {T0(M+), M−} or {M+, T−1

0 (M−)}, for which the corresponding d ′ becomes
positive.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3 Types of APMs with a homoclinic tangency for c < 0

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4 Types of APMs with a homoclinic tangency

Note that in the cases with c < 0, see Fig. 3, a reciprocal position of all the strips
σ0
j and their horseshoes T1(σ

1
j ) at μ = 0 is defined quite simply: σ0

j ∩ T1(σ
1
j ) = ∅

if λ > 0, d < 0; the strips σ0
j and horseshoes T1(σ

1
j ) have regular intersections if

λ > 0, d > 0; the corresponding intersections are either regular for even j or empty
for odd j if λ < 0, d > 0. Recall that the regular intersection means here (by [31, 32])
that the set σ0

j ∩ T1(σ
1
j ) consists of two connected components and, moreover, the

first return map Tj ≡ T1T
j

0 : σ0
j → σ0

j is the Smale horseshoemap: its nonwandering
set Ω j is hyperbolic and Tj

∣∣
Ω j

is topologically conjugate to the Bernoulli shift with
two symbols (for more details see [20, 32]). Therefore, we can say that every map
f0 in the case c < 0, d > 0 has infinitely many horseshoes Ω j , where j runs all
sufficiently large positive integers (resp., even positive integers) in the case λ > 0
(resp., in the case λ < 0). On the other hand, every map f0 with λ > 0, c < 0, d < 0
has no horseshoes at all (in a small neighbourhood U ).

In the cases of homoclinic tangencies with c > 0, see Fig. 4, a reciprocal posi-
tion of the strips σ0

j and horseshoes T1(σ
1
j ) depends also on other invariants of the

homoclinic structure. The principal such invariant is, [25, 26, 31],
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5 A horseshoe geometry of symplectic maps with a homoclinic tangency in the case λ >

0, c > 0, d > 0 for various α

α = cx+

y− − 1. (10)

Note that, first of all, the sign of α is important here. For example, in Fig. 5 it is
shown a reciprocal position of the strips σ0

j and horseshoes T1(σ
1
j ) (with sufficiently

large j) for various values of α for the case λ > 0, c > 0, d > 0. It follows from (2)
that the strip σ0

k is posed from the line y = 0 (i.e. Ws
loc on a distance of order λk y−;

it follows from (7) and (2) that the top of the horseshoe T1(σ
1
k ) is posed from the line

y = 0 on a distance of order cλk x+, see Fig. 5c. Thus, if cλk x+ > λk y−, i.e. α > 0,
the top of the horseshoe T1(σ

1
k ) is above the strip σ0

k . However, if cλk x+ < λk y−, i.e.
α < 0, the top of the horseshoe T1(σ

1
k ) is below the strip σ0

k . In fact, this geometrical
observation can be extended to the following result.4

• if α < 0, then f0 has infinitely many horseshoes Ω j ;
• if α > 0, then there exists such a neighbourhood U (O ∩ Γ0) in which dynamics

of f0 is trivial: only orbits O and Γ0 do not leave U under iterations of f0.

The case α = 0 is “bifurcational”, since infinitely many horseshoes appear (dis-
appear) when varying α near zero (even without splitting the initial tangency).

Thus, we can draw the following conclusions:

(1) the cases of homoclinic tangencies with c < 0 or with α �= 0 at c > 0 are “ordi-
nary” and it is sufficient to study bifurcations of single-round periodic orbits
within framework of one parameter general families only (with the parameter μ);

2) the cases of homoclinic tangencies with α = 0 at c > 0 are “special” and it is
necessary to consider at least two parameter general unfoldings (for example,
with parameters μ and α).

In the paper we adhere to this approach and present in Sect. 2.4 our main results
in the case under consideration (APMs on non-orientable manifolds).

4The rigorous proof requires quite delicate analytical considerations which are not presented here,
see e.g. [20, 23, 24, 26].
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2.4 Main Results

The following theorem can be considered as a new type of theorems on cascades of
elliptic points in APMs close to those with homoclinic tangencies which takes place
for APMs on non-orientable manifolds, and it is complementary to the symplectic
variants established in [19, 20].

Theorem 1 (One parameter cascades of elliptic points in APMs on non-orientable
manifolds)

Let f0 be APM satisfying conditions A, B and D and fμ be a one parameter
family that unfolds generally (under condition C) at μ = 0 the quadratic homoclinic
tangency. For any interval (−μ0,μ0) values ofμ, there exists such integer andpositive
k̄ that the following holds:

1. All close to f0 APMs have no single-round elliptic periodic orbits.
2. There exist intervals e2

k ⊂ Iε, k = k̄, k̄ + 1, . . . , which accumulate at μ = 0
as k → ∞ and such that the map fμ has at μ ∈ e2

k a double-round elliptic orbit of
period 2(k + q).

3. If c < 0 or α �= 0 in the case c > 0, then intervals e2
k accumulate at μ = 0 as

k → ∞ and do not intersect for sufficiently large and different integer k.
4. Any interval e2

k has border points μ = μ−
k and μ = μ2−

k such that the map fμ
has a single-round periodic orbit with multipliers +1 and −1 for μ = μ−

k and a
double-round periodic orbit with double multiplier −1 for μ = μ2−

k .
5. The angular argument ϕ of the multipliers e±iϕ of the elliptic points at μ ∈ e2

k
depends monotonically on μ and the elliptic point is generic (KAM-stable) for all
such μ, except for those where ϕ(μ) = π

2 , 2π
3 , arccos(−1/4).

Note that Theorem 1 does not give answer on the question on a mutual position of
the intervals e2

k in the critical case α = 0. But this moment is quite important, since
relates to the coexistence of elliptic orbits of different periods. Therefore, we assume
now that f0 is a map satisfying conditions A, B and D with α = 0 and consider a
two parameter family { fμ,α}, a general unfolding for the initial tangency with α = 0.
Note that, as it follows from formula (10), α can vanish only in the case c > 0. Let
Dε be sufficiently small neighbourhoods (of diameter ε > 0) of the origin in the
parameter planes (μ,α).

It follows from Theorem 1 that in the case c > 0, there exist infinitely many open
domains E2

k in Dε such that the following holds.

• If (μ,α) ∈ E2
k , then the map fμ,α has a double-round elliptic orbit of period 2(k +

q).
• The domains E2

k accumulate at the axis μ = 0 as k → ∞.
• Any domain E2

k has two boundaries, bifurcation curves L−
k and L2−

k , which cor-
respond, respectively, to the existence of a single-round nondegenerate periodic
orbit with double multipliers +1 and a double-round nondegenerate periodic orbit
with double multipliers −1.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Elements of the bifurcation diagrams for the families fμ,α

Moreover, the following result takes place

Theorem 2 All domains E2
k are mutually crossed and intersect the axis μ = 0.

In Fig. 6 some qualitative illustrations to Theorem 2 are shown for the cases where
(a) λ > 0, c > 0, d > 0 and (b) λ < 0, c > 0, d > 0.

Introduce now the following quantity

s0 = dx+(ac + f20x
+) − 1

4
( f11x

+)2 , (11)

which is calculated by coefficients of the global map T1, see formula (7), and plays
an important role in global dynamics of the map f0 with α = 0.

Theorem 2 shows that elliptic (double-round) periodic orbits of different periods
can coexist when values of μ and α vary near zero. Moreover, infinitely many such
orbits can coexist, in principle, at the global resonance μ = 0,α = 0. The following
theorem give us sufficient conditions for this event.

Theorem 3 (On global resonance in APMs on non-orientable manifolds)
Let f0 be APM satisfying conditions A, B and D. We assume also that the resonant
condition α = 0 takes place for f0. Then, if s0 is such that −1 < s0 < 0, then there
exists such integer k̄ that f0 has infinitely many double-round elliptic periodic orbits
of all successive even periods 2(k + q), where k ≥ k̄.Moreover, if s0 �= − 1

2 ;− 3
4 ;− 5

8 ,
then all these elliptic orbits are generic (KAM-stable).

In the rest part of the paper we prove these and related results.

3 Rescaling Lemma

In principle, for the study of bifurcations in the first return map Tk = T1T k
0 we could

write it in the initial coordinates using formulas (7) and (2) for the maps T1 and
T k

0 , respectively, and, after, work with the obtained formulas. However, there is a
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more effective way for studying bifurcations. Namely, we can bring maps Tk to some
unified form for all large k using the so-called rescaling method as it has been done in
many papers.5 After this, we can study (one time) bifurcations in the unified map and
“project” obtained results onto the first return maps Tk for various k. This “universal”
map is deduced in the following lemma.

Lemma 1 (Rescaling lemma for APMs with homoclinic tangencies on non-
orientable manifolds)

Let a family fε under consideration satisfy condition A–D. Then, for every suf-
ficiently large k, the first return map Tk : σ0

k → σ0
k can be brought, by a linear

transformation of coordinates and parameters, to the following form

X̄ = Y + kλ2kε1
k,

Ȳ = M + X − Y 2 + f03

d2
λkY 3 + kλ2kε2

k, (12)

where functions ε1,2
k (X,Y, M) are defined on some asymptotically big domain cov-

ering in the limit k → +∞ all finite values of X,Y and M, and these functions
are uniformly bounded in k along with all derivatives up to order (r − 4)); and the
following formula takes place for M:

M = −d(1 + ν1
k )λ

−2k
(
μ + λk(cx+ − y−)(1 + kβ1λ

k x+y−)
) − s0 + ν2

k ; (13)

the coefficient s0 satisfies (11) and ν1,3
k = O(λk), ν2,4

k = O(kλk) are some asymp-
totically small coefficients.

Proof We will use the representation of the symplectic map T0 in the “second normal
form”, i.e. in form (1) for n = 2.6 Then the map T k

0 : σ0
k → σ1

k , for all sufficiently
large k, can be written in the following form

xk = λk x0(1 + β1kλ
k x0yk) + O(k2λ3k), y0 = λk yk(1 + β1kλ

k x0yk) + O(k2λ3k).

(14)

Then, using formulae (7) and (14), we can write the first return map Tk : σ0
k → σ0

k
in the following form

5see e.g. the papers [17, 19, 22–24, 26, 33, 34] in which the rescaling method was applied for the
conservative case.
6Of course, we lose, a little, in a smoothness, since the second order normal form is Cr−2 only.
However, we get more principally important information on form of the first return maps. On the
other hand, our considerations cover also C∞ and real analytical cases.
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x̄ − x+ = aλk x + b(y − y−) + e02(y − y−)2+
+ O(k|λ|2k |x | + |y − y−|3 + |λ|k |x ||y − y−|),

λk ȳ
(

1 + kλkβ1 x̄ ȳ
)

+ kλ3k O(|x̄ | + |ȳ|) =
= μ + cλk x

(
1 + kλkβ1xy

)
+ d(y − y−)2 + λ2k f02 x2+

+ λk f11(1 + kλkβ1xy) x(y − y−) + λk f12 x(y − y−)2 + f03(y − y−)3+
+ O

(
(y − y−)4 + λ2k |x ||y − y−| + k|λ|3k |x | + kλ2k |x ||y − y−|2

)
, (15)

where x = x0, y = yk .
Below, we will denote by αi

k , i = 1, 2, . . . , some asymptotically small in k coef-
ficients such that αi

k = O(kλk). Now we shift the coordinates

η = y − y−, ξ = x − x+ − λk x+(a + α1
k),

in order to nullify the constant term (independent of coordinates) in the first equation
of (15). Thus, (15) is recast as follows

ξ̄ = aλkξ + bη + e02η
2 + O

(
kλ2k |ξ| + |η|3 + |λ|k O(|ξ||η|)

)
,

λk η̄(1 + α2
k) + kλ2k O(|ξ̄| + η̄2) + kλ3k O(|η̄|) =

= M1 + cλkξ(1 + α3
k) + η2(d + λk f12x

+) + λkη( f11x
+ + α4

k) + λk f11ξη + f03η
3+

+ O
(
η4 + k|λ|3k |ξ| + kλ2k(ξ2 + η2) + λk |ξ|η2

)
, (16)

where

M1 = μ + λk(cx+ − y−)(1 + kλkβ1x
+y−) + λ2k x+(ac + f02x

+) + O(kλ3k).

(17)

Now, we rescale the variables:

ξ = − b(1 + α2
k)

d + λk f12x+ λku , η = − 1 + α2
k

d + λk f12x+ λkv. (18)

System (16) in coordinates (u, v) is rewritten in the following form

ū = v + aλku − e02

bd
λkv2 + O(kλ2k),

v̄ = M2 + u(1 + α5
k) − v2+

+ v( f11x
+ + α6

k) − f11b

d
λkuv + f03

d2
λkv3 + O(kλ2k), (19)
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where

M2 = −d + λk f12x+

1 + α2
k

λ−2kM1.

The following shift of coordinates (we remove the linear in v terms from the second
equation)

unew = u − 1

2
( f11x

+ + α6
k), vnew = v − 1

2
( f11x

+ + α6
k),

brings map (19) to the following form

ū = v + aλku − e02

bd
λkv2 + O(kλ2k),

v̄ = M3 + u − v2 − f11b

d
λkuv + f03

d2
λkv3 + O(kλ2k), (20)

where

M3 = M2 + ( f11x+)2

4
.

Now, we make the following linear change of coordinates

x = u + ν̃1
k v , y = v − ν̃2

k u , (21)

where
ν̃1
k = −e02

bd
λk, ν̃2

k = −e02

bd
λk − aλk . (22)

Then, system (20) is rewritten as

x̄ = y + M3ν̃
1
k + O(kλ2k),

ȳ = M3 + x − y2 + aλk y − R̃λk xy + f03

d2
λk y3 + O(kλ2k), (23)

where R̃ = (2a + 2e02/bd − b f11/d) ≡ 0 by (9). Hence, map (23) has the following
form

x̄ = y + M3ν̃
1
k + O(kλ2k),

ȳ = M3 + x − y2 + aλk y + f03

d2
λk y3 + O(kλ2k), (24)

Finally, make one more shift of coordinates

X = x − 1

2
aλk − ν̃1

k M3, Y = y − 1

2
aλk,
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in order to nullify in (24) the constant term in the first equation and the linear in y
term in the second equation. After this, we obtain the final form (12) of map Tk in
the rescale coordinates where formula (13) takes place for the parameter M .

4 Proofs of the Main Results

Bifurcations in first return maps Tk can be studied now with using their normal
forms deduced by the rescaling Lemma 1. Since these normal forms coincide up to
asymptotically small as k → ∞ terms with the non-orientable conservative Hénon
map, we recall in the next section some necessary results on bifurcations of fixed
points in one parameter families of conservative Hénon map in non-orientable case.

4.1 On Bifurcations of Fixed Points in the Conservative
Non-orientable Hénon Maps

Thus, the Rescaling Lemma 1 shows that the unified limit form for the first return
maps Tk is the non-orientable and conservative Hénon map

x̄ = y, ȳ = M + x − y2, (25)

with the Jacobian J = −1. Bifurcations of fixed points in the conservative Hénon
family are well-known.

Since the Hénon map (25) is not orientable, it can not have elliptic fixed points.
However, elliptic points of period 2 exist for M ∈ (0, 1). The map has no fixed
points for M < 0, it has one fixed point Ō(0, 0) with multipliers ν1 = +1, ν2 = −1
at M = 0 and two saddle fixed points (Ō1(−

√
M,−√

M) and Ō2(
√
M,

√
M)) at

M > 0. Besides, an elliptic orbit of period 2 exists for 0 < M < 1, it consists of two
points (p1(−

√
M,

√
M) and p2(

√
M,−√

M)); the value M = +1 corresponds to
the period doubling bifurcation of this orbit. See Fig. 7 for an illustration. Note that
the elliptic orbit of period 2 is generic for all M ∈ (0, 1) except for M = 1

2 , M = 3
4

which correspond to the strong resonances 1 : 4 and 1 : 3, respectively, and M = 5
8

which corresponds to vanishing the first Birkhoff coefficient at the cycle {p1, p2},
see [14].

4.2 Proof of Theorem 1

The proof is deduced from the rescaling Lemma 1. Indeed, since bifurcations of fixed
points of the Hénon map (25) are known, we can use this information directly for
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7 The main bifurcation scenario in the non-orientable conservative Hénon map

recovering bifurcations of single-round periodic orbits in the family fμ. We need
only to know relations between the parameters of the rescaled map (12) and the
initial parameters (i.e., in fact, between M and μ).

In the case under consideration, the relations between M and μ are given by
formula (13) from which we find μ as follows

μ = −λk y−α(1 + kβ1λ
k x+y−) − 1

d
(M + s0 + ρ̂1

k)λ
2k, (26)

where ρ̂1
k = O(kλk) is some small coefficient and α = cx+

y− − 1 (see formula (10)).

As it follows from Lemma 1, the conservative non-orientable Hénon map x̄ =
y, ȳ = M + x − y2, where M satisfies (13), is normal (rescaled) form for the
first return maps Tk with all sufficiently large k. This Hénon map has no elliptic fixed
points, however, period 2 elliptic points exists for 0 < M < 1. Thus, we obtain, by
(13), that the first return map Tk has a fixed point with multipliers ν1 = +1, ν2 = −1
(i.e. when M = 0) if

μ = μ±
k = −λk y−α(1 + kβ1λ

k x+y−) − 1

d
(s0 + ρ̂k)λ

2k, (27)

and a period 2 point with multipliers ν1 = ν2 = −1 (i.e. when M = 1) if

μ = μ2−
k = −λk y−α(1 + kβ1λ

k x+y−) − 1

d
(s0 + 1 + ρ̂k)λ

2k, (28)

Thus, the first return map Tk has in this case a period two elliptic periodic point when
μ ∈ e2

k , where e2
k is the interval of values of μ with the border points μ = μ±

k and
μ = μ2−

k . Evidently, if α �= 0, the intervals e2
k with sufficiently large and different k

do not intersect.
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4.3 Proof of Theorem 2

By (27) and (28), the equations of bifurcation curves L−
k and L2−

k , which are bound-
aries of the domain E2

k , can be written as follows

L−
k : μ = −λk y−

(
cx+

y− − 1

)
(1 + kβ1λ

k x+y−) − s0 + . . .

d
λ2k, (29)

L2−
k : μ − λk y−

(
cx+

y− − 1

)
(1 + kβ1λ

k x+y−) − 1 + s0 + . . .

d
λ2k . (30)

Since λ2k � λk , it means that the domains E2
k with sufficiently large k are not

mutually intersect and do not intersect the axisμ = 0, if cx+ �= y−. Thus, the domains
do not intersect always in the cases with c < 0. However, at the global resonance
α = (cx+/y− − 1) = 0 (which is possible only when c > 0), as it follows from (29)
and (30), all domains E2

k with sufficiently large k are mutually intersect and all of
them intersect the axis μ = 0 (as in Fig. 6).

4.4 Proof of Theorem 3

Assume, for more definiteness, that d > 0 for all cases under consideration. The
case d < 0 is treated in the same way. Let f0 satisfies conditions A, B and D and
has α = 0. Then, for the one parameter family fμ with fixed α = 0, the intervals e2

k
have, by (27) and (28), a form

e2
k = (−1 − s0,−s0)

λ2k

d
.

Evidently, if −1 < s0 < 0, these intervals will be nested and containing μ = 0. It
implies that the diffeomorphism f0 has infinitely many double-round elliptic periodic
orbits.

As follows from Lemma 1, all the first return maps Tk (with sufficiently large
k) are reduced to the same rescaled normal form–the non-orientable Hénon map
x̄ = y, ȳ = −s0 + x − y2. It is well-known that, for −1 < s0 < 0, the period 2
elliptic point of this map is generic if s0 �= − 1

2 ;− 3
4 ;− 5

8 . The exceptional cases
relates, respectively, to resonances 1 : 4, 1 : 3 and such elliptic point (at s0 = − 5

8 )
whose the first Birkhoff coefficient is zero.
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